
Nah Go Hide

Anthony B

Hey police bwoy over deh so
a put the youth in a di jeep fi di little spliff
low the youth man
hey yo yogo di yo, ey
give me the natural bly, that's what we want
that's what we want
hey iyashanti, defend the weed man dem
that's what we want
Iyashanti:
mi nah go hide and lick mi herb
cause a it a preserve mi nerve, wha wo wo eh
mi nah go hide and lick mi herb
sergeant brown mi nah disturb, no-o
Mi a go lick it in the dance, lick it at the stage show,
lick it everywhere we go
mi a go lick it in the club while we do the rub-a-dub
the same time the vibes a flow
Mi nah go hide and lick mi herb

cause a it a preserve mi nerve, nah woy
mi nah go hide and lick mi herb
sergeant brown mi nah disturb
come in anthony b, startrail family
Anthony b.:
tell the police bwoy we say
tired fi lick mi chalice in a bush, yo
want to go out in the open
tired fi have mi weed and see police and mask
police bwoy kiss out mi, rastafari
Tired fi lick mi chalice in a bush, ey yo
want to go out in the open
tired fi have mi weed and see police and mask
police bwoy kiss out mi
Is a ganja move mi deh pon

say mi gwine mek it snappy
stop and mi go buy a bag a weed over lappy
a di gas station mi car mi go jack it
waa, waa, waa, mi say here comes ratty
rastaman plant the weed dem hear mi just done crop it
in a station dem wah go lock the natty
before the judge two thousand, mi did got it, mi lucky
Iyashanti:
mi nah go hide and lick mi herb
cause a it a preserve mi nerve, wha wo, eh
mi nah go hide and lick mi herb
sergeant brown mi nah disturb, no-o
We a go tell the police force and the soldier too
the herb is so good for you
mi waan you tell the government
to change the law in parliament
stop the pressure mek the herb man go through (a full time yu nuh)
sensimilla that's what i love (affi smoke di herb, affi smoke di herb)
just gimme that sensimilla that's what we need (affi smoke di herb, affi smo
ke di herb)
Anthony:
hey iyashanti, wa we tell dem say
yo we nah back it
stop set road block fi herb man and go set it fi cracky



have mi ganja tree and you mek policeman chop it
weed a national dish like you salt fish and ackee
wickedness you think wid you meditation stop it
have you blue movie rastaman nah act it
living like cockroach mi have baygon fi back it
smoke in a mi chalice in a mi kutchie
have some steam down wid some rice in a mi dutchie
hey gimme a minute mek mi chat it
Tired fi lick mi chalice in a bush, yo
want to go out in the open
tired fi have mi weed and see police and mask
police bwoy kiss out mi, rastafari
tired fi lick mi chalice in a bush, yagga yo
want to go out in the open
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